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Abstract 

 

Background: Considerable resources have been invested in low and high fidelity 

simulators in surgical training.  The purpose of this study was to establish construct and 

predictive validity for the Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS, low fidelity box 

trainer) and LapVR (high fidelity virtually reality) training systems and to establish 

construct validity for two operative ratings scales (GOALS and OSATS) in our center. 

 

Methods: 26 participants performed tasks from the FLS program and the LapVR 

simulator as well as a human laparoscopic cholecystectomy.  Performance was evaluated 

using FLS and LapVR metrics, and the previously validated global rating scales. 

 

Results: GOALS and OSATS demonstrated construct validity. Construct and predictive 

validity was also strongly demonstrated for FLS tasks but only indeterminately for 

LapVR. 

 

Conclusions: The high cost LapVR remains experimental in resource constrained 

training programs.  Efforts should be focused on utilizing the well-validated, lower cost 

FLS video trainer for assessment of laparoscopic skills. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

 The traditional Halstedian (1) approach to surgical teaching of, “see one, do one, 

teach one”, has fallen out of favour over the last two decades.  Laparoscopic surgery, 

reduced resident work hours, increased costs of operating room time, increased public 

awareness and the ethics of learning basic skills on patients have led to a re-evaluation of 

surgical education and how surgical skills are taught and assessed in trainees.  This has 

fueled investigation into the use of basic skills laboratories and surgical simulation as 

methods of training and assessing residents.   

 The aviation industry has a long history of utilizing simulation for both training 

and assessment purposes (2, 3).  Krummel (4) defined simulation as “a device or exercise 

that enables the participant to reproduce or represent, under test conditions, phenomena 

that are likely to occur in actual performance”.  Simulation represents a simplified reality 

that need not include every possible detail or reproduce anatomy with high fidelity to be 

effective (5-7).  Simulated training and assessment environments allow for practice in a 

realistic setting without the inherent risk of harming others or oneself.  This is 

particularly important when the target performance involves high stake potentially life-

threatening situations, such as with surgery. 

 

A. Laparoscopy 

 

 With the introduction of laparoscopy and minimal access surgery (MAS) in the 

1980s, patients experienced the benefits of smaller incisions, shorter hospital stays and 
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decreased postoperative pain.  However, it quickly became apparent that laparoscopic 

surgery was not without risk and potential serious complications.  The skills required to 

perform laparoscopic surgery are unique and different than those of traditional open 

surgery.  Laparoscopic surgery uses optical systems that provide monocular vision.  This 

eliminates depth perception, and surgeons must depend on other cues such as light and 

shading to recreate a ‘stereoscopic’ environment (8).  Additionally, the video image is 

magnified and projected onto a monitor that is not aligned precisely with the surgical 

target.    

 Laparoscopy uses long instruments and trocars; these amplify movements and 

tremor, and are more difficult to control than traditional instruments.  As the trocars are 

fixed to the anterior abdominal wall, there is a decreased range of motion of the 

instruments.  Passing instruments through trocars also results in the fulcrum effect, 

whereby the surgeon’s hand must be moved 180° opposite the direction of the desired 

movement of the tip of the instrument (9).  The added length of the laparoscopic 

instruments also significantly dampens tactile sensation.  Surgeons rely heavily on their 

sense of touch to define tissue planes, pathology and the resistance required to secure 

knots.  Cues such as touch and the interaction of specific instruments with tissue must be 

learned to help maintain the necessary tactile feedback (9). 

 The potential for devastating complications combined with the unique skill set 

required to perform laparoscopic surgery prompted the surgical community to reconsider 

the approach to training and assessment of these skills (10).  The need for the 

demonstration of technical competence by both surgical trainees and practicing surgeons 

was highlighted.  Societies and regulatory bodies such as the Society of Gastrointestinal 
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and Endoscopic Surgeons (SAGES) and the European Association of Endoscopic 

Surgeons (EAES) stipulated minimum requirements for those performing laparoscopic 

training with an emphasis on training in both the operating theatre and in skills courses 

(10-12).   

  

B. Work hour restrictions 

 

 In 2003, the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME), 

the professional body responsible for accrediting residency-training programs in the 

United States, implemented an 80-hour resident workweek restriction (13).  In Canada, 

while there are currently no pan-Canadian limitations on resident duty hours, there are 

restrictions within each province.  Manitoba has a weekly duty hour limit of 89 hours per 

week.  In Quebec, residents’ duty hours are limited to 72 hours per week.  As of June 

2011, they have a limit of 16 consecutive hours per day (14).  This may be implemented 

in other jurisdictions in the next few years.  These reduced hours combined with the 

challenging skill set afforded to laparoscopic surgery, make training of laparoscopic skills 

and demonstration of laparoscopic competency outside of the operating room even more 

important.  

 

C. Laboratory simulation based training and assessment 

 

 Laboratory simulation based skills training and assessment for laparoscopic 

surgical skills include lower fidelity physical box/video trainers and higher fidelity virtual 
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reality trainers.  The physical box trainers use actual laparoscopic instruments and an 

optical system that allows the trainee to perform tasks under videoscopic guidance (3).  

Virtual reality trainers use computer-generated instruments to perform computer-

generated tasks.  There is a spectrum of machines available now, with some of the newer 

ones incorporating haptic feedback. 

 Over the last two decades, much research has been performed studying the 

validity and reliability of simulation based training for laparoscopic skills.  Training in 

lab-based settings results in improvement of skills both in the simulation setting and the 

operating room. Simulation is now established as an effective method of skill acquisition 

(15-33).   

 Video trainers have been incorporated into the assessment of laparoscopic skills 

via the Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) program. FLS is a simulation based 

assessment and certification program developed by SAGES (34).  It has been thoroughly 

validated (8, 15, 16, 34-43) and is a requirement to be eligible for certification by the 

American Board of Surgery (34, 44). 

 Virtual simulators have also been shown to be capable of assessing the 

psychomotor skills necessary for laparoscopic surgery (25, 45-51), although there is less 

research in this area than with video trainers. 

 To our knowledge no investigation has compared physical box trainers to virtual 

reality systems head to head for operative assessment purposes at the initiation of this 

study.  This is important as most residency training programs and surgical centers have 

limited funds and resources.  If one form of simulation is superior to the other at 

assessing laparoscopic skill, resources could be directed accordingly.  Additionally, with 
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increasing work hour restrictions there is less time available to train residents to the same 

end product.  This time needs to be used as efficiently as possible. 

 Before looking further into the value of simulation for assessment of 

intraoperative laparoscopic skills, we must establish the framework that makes an 

effective assessment tool. 
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Chapter 2 Assessment of Surgical Skills 

 

 Before any assessment tool is implemented into widespread use, there must be a 

method to evaluate its product.  Generations of medical educators have outlined 

considerations that guide decisions about developing the most appropriate method for 

assessing a learned skill (52-54).  Considerations include: Why is the assessment being 

performed?  What should be assessed?  What are the essential features of an ideal 

assessment tool?  How will the assessment be categorized and judged?  Who should 

perform the assessment?  When should the assessment occur? (52) 

 

A. Why is the assessment being performed? 

 

 It is of the utmost importance to establish the purpose of the assessment.  The 

acquisition and refinement of technical skills are central to surgical teaching (55).  

Reliable methods of evaluating operative performance are essential for surgical training 

programs.  However, the teaching and assessment of technical ability and competence has 

lagged behind other educational endeavors in surgical training programs (3).  With the 

unique skill set afforded to laparoscopic surgery, it is especially important to ensure that 

surgical trainees are adequately trained in this area.  Assessments provide feedback to the 

learner on their strengths and weaknesses, identifying areas requiring remediation or 

advancement potential.  Assessment can also establish if a trainee is ready to be licensed 

for independent practice, and help to maintain academic standards by evaluating ongoing 
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competency.  Establishing the purpose of the assessment allows the educator to delineate 

the framework with which to define the assessment method. 

 

B. What should be assessed? 

 

 By establishing the purpose of the assessment, we can then look at what should be 

assessed.  Ideally, with the purpose of the course or program and assessment in mind, 

educational objectives would have been set before the course or program was 

implemented.  The assessment tool should reflect these objectives as they serve to 

facilitate the same educational product (53).  Educational objectives can be broadly 

classified into three domains: knowledge, skills and attitudes.  Knowledge objectives are 

those that address cognitive measures.  These encompass a wide range of items such as 

being able to recall specific facts, to integrating processes for problem solving.  Attitude 

objectives reflect humanistic qualities and relate to an individual’s approach to medicine, 

patients, peers and the allied health care team.  Skills objectives involve the psychomotor 

and technical skills that are required to be a competent clinician (54). 

 

C. Requirements of an Effective Assessment Tool 

 

 When evaluating an assessment tool, it is important to look at the characteristics, 

and qualities that make it an effective means of assessing competency.  At a minimum, 

there must be evidence to demonstrate the instrument’s validity and reliability (3).  An 

ideal assessment tool would also possess the following qualities as outlined by Turnbull 
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et al.: flexibility, comprehensiveness, feasibility, timeliness, accountability and relevance 

(53).  

 

i. Validity 

 

 Validity refers to the concept that the test “measures what it purports to measure” 

(56).  While this may sound like a simple concept, it is actually quite complex.  There are 

multiple aspects of validity, with a number of subjective and objective approaches 

described to help determine the overall validity of an assessment tool.  These include face, 

content, construct, criterion and discriminate validity. 

 Face validity is a highly subjective form of validation that is used during the 

initial development phases of a test (56).  It is essentially the degree to which a test seems 

reasonable to experts in the area (3).  A number of experts review the test, and decide 

whether or not it appears to be an appropriate measure of the qualities being assessed.  

 Content validity is also a largely subjective form of validation.  It is an estimate of 

how well the assessment tool encompasses all the relevant domains, based on a detailed 

examination of the contents of the assessment tool (56). 

 Construct validity is established by demonstrating agreement between a 

theoretical concept and specific assessment tool or instrument (57).  For example, to 

demonstrate that a new surgical simulator has construct validity, expert surgeons should 

obtain higher scores than novice trainees performing the same tasks. 

 Criterion validity examines the degree to which a test or assessment tool 

correlates to other measures of performance.  There are two types of criterion validity: 
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concurrent and predictive.  Concurrent validity refers to the correlation or agreement 

between the scores of the assessment tool and the established “Gold Standard”.  This 

would be used to evaluate a new assessment tool or test that was being established to 

replace a current standard test (15).  Predictive validity is defined as “the extent to which 

the scores on a test are predictive of actual performance” (58).  An example of a test with 

high predictive validity would be a surgical skills simulator whose scores correlate 

directly to performance in the operating room.  While each form of validity is useful, 

predictive validity is the most likely to provide a clinically meaningful assessment (56).  

Discriminate validity describes the translation of simulator skill to skill in the 

operating room (59).  It is an evaluation of whether or not the assessment tool generates 

scores that actually correlate with the appropriate factors (56).  This requires that the 

factors that should correlate highly actually do, and the factors that should correlate 

poorly do correlate poorly.  An example of an assessment tool with strong discriminate 

validity would be an evaluation that could differentiate ability levels within a group with 

similar experience, such as discriminating abilities between all of the residents in a 

postgraduate year one surgery program (56). 

  

ii. Reliability 

 

 Reliability refers to the precision, consistency and reproducibility of a test.  It is 

the extent to which a test will produce the same results when used many times under the 

same conditions (15).  Reliability is measured as a coefficient on a scale from 0 to 1.  A 

test with a reliability coefficient of 0 is completely unreliable.  That is, the variability in 
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test results is independent of candidate ability and may be completely attributed to error. 

A test with a coefficient of 1 indicates complete reliability.  This is an unrealistic result 

that is rarely achieved.  There is general agreement that any high stakes examinations or 

tests on which important decisions are to be based should have a reliability ≥ 0.80 (52, 

60).   

 As with validity, there are a number of methods available to evaluate the 

reliability of a test or assessment tool.  These include test-retest, split-half, equivalent 

forms, and inter-rater reliability. 

 The test-retest method determines the reliability of the test by administering it on 

two or more occasions.  The score on the initial test is compared to the score on the 

repeat test.  This method is often not practical.  It can be difficult to administer the same 

test to trainees on more than one occasion.  If the retest is administered too soon after the 

initial test, the examinees may remember the answers from the initial test.  As well, it is 

often not possible to control for the information learned in between the assessments, 

particularly if the interval is long (52). 

 For the split-half method, test items from a single assessment are divided in half 

and an individual’s performance on each are correlated.  A similar but more complex 

method determines the internal consistency of a test via Cronbach’s alpha coefficient.  

This method correlates the performance of individuals by determining all possible split 

halves (52, 56). 

 Equivalent forms reliability is used to test the consistency of the results of two 

tests constructed in the same way from the same content domain.  In essence, two 

separate tests that address the same objectives are created.  The results of the two tests are 
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then correlated to get the equivalent forms reliability (61).  This method can be labour 

intensive, as essentially two equivalent assessments must be created.  

 Inter-rater reliability is determined by having two or more assessors evaluate the 

same trainee’s performance and then correlating the results (3).  A test that has high inter-

rater reliability demonstrates that there is a high degree of agreement between the raters.  

The test scores are reflective of the trainee’s performance, and not the particular examiner 

administering the test. 

 

iii. Flexibility 

 

 The assessment tool must be able to evaluate clinical competency across a wide 

spectrum of practice.  It should be applicable in multiple domains, and be able to be used 

many times (52, 53).  For example, the assessment tool can be used in both major and 

minor surgery, the ambulatory clinic and the inpatient setting. 

  

iv. Comprehensiveness 

 

 An effective assessment will cover all relevant objectives and assess all 

corresponding aspects of a trainee’s performance.   
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v. Feasibility 

 

 To be successful, an assessment should be practical, portable, relatively 

inexpensive or cost-effective and acceptable to both the examiner and the trainee.  There 

are however, certain situations where a more labour intensive and costly assessment may 

be acceptable.  An example of this would be a licensure examination (52).  

 

vi. Timeliness 

 

 In order to ensure that an evaluation is accurate, it must be completed as close in 

time to the target behavior as possible.  The longer an evaluation is delayed the less 

accurate it becomes, as recall of events degrades and becomes more subjective.  For these 

same reasons feedback to learners is also more effective the closer it occurs to the 

interaction (52, 53). 

  

vii. Accountability 

 

 The assessment technique must be accountable to all parties involved.  This 

includes the program and institution, students, educators, licensing authority and the 

community.  Assessments must be defensible and capable of providing a justifiable 

analysis or explanation of results (62). 
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viii. Relevance 

 

 The assessment technique must be seen as important and relevant to both the 

examiners and the examinees.  Both negative and positive evaluation results must be 

acted upon.  Negative evaluations should result in remediation where necessary and 

positive evaluations should favorably affect advancement.  If an evaluation is not viewed 

as important it will not be an effective assessment tool (63).  

 

D. How will the assessment be categorized and judged? 

 

 In general there are two categories of both assessment and judging: formative and 

summative assessment, and norm or criterion-referenced judging. 

 In formative assessment, the evaluation is intended to provide constructive 

feedback to the learner during their training.  Findings from a number of relevant 

assessments are combined and any strengths and weaknesses are addressed with the 

trainee.  Any need for remediation may be highlighted, and objectives for subsequent 

assessments can be created.  The focus of this type of assessment is on the individual, and 

not their ranking within their peer group (52).  In program formative assessment, the 

evaluation is designed to improve the overall quality of the program.  In both types of 

formative assessment the evaluation is not intended to make a pass or fail decision (52). 

 In contrast, the findings of a summative assessment are designed to make a 

pass/fail decision.  In the case of trainee summative assessment, all relevant information 

is collected and evaluated.  A decision of whether or not the trainee should continue to 
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the next level is then made (52).  In this type of assessment, an individual is often 

compared to their fellow peers.  In program summative assessment, the evaluation is used 

to decide if the program meets the accepted standards for the purpose of continuing, 

restructuring or terminating the program (52). 

 Norm and criterion-referenced tests are two common methods of judging the 

results of an assessment.  Norm-referenced testing is the more conventional method and 

is used to describe a candidate’s performance in terms of their position in a group (52).  

The number of students that will pass or be given a particular grade is predetermined, and 

individual results are usually reported as a percentage of correct responses.  In contrast, in 

criterion-referenced testing the success or deficiency of an individual student’s 

achievement is based on the proportion of prescribed criteria or objectives that the 

student has met (52).  Therefore criterion-referenced testing has particular importance in 

professional education where there is more of a concern that the student attains a minimal 

level of competence rather than focusing on their ranking within a peer group.  Neither 

form of testing is superior to the other for all educational purposes, and both have merit 

in different circumstances (52).  

  

E. Who Should Perform the Assessment? 

 

 Traditionally in medical education, assessments have primarily been performed in 

a physician-assessing physician manner.  This encompasses several options including 

peer assessment, self-assessment, and faculty evaluation of trainees.  Non-surgeon 
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assessors such as nurses, standardized patients, and anesthetists are also an option.  These 

have become a larger part of the evaluation process over the years (52). 

 The most commonly utilized method is physician-assessing physician.  The 

support for this approach is that experts in a particular area are better able than non-

experts to understand the underlying nuances of their field.  Support for this is 

demonstrated with the use of global rating scales, which require the user to have an 

understanding of the content domain being examined.  These have been shown to be a 

more reliable form of evaluation than checklists, which do not require the user to possess 

the same expert knowledge (64). 

 In medical and surgical practice, ongoing education is considered a professional 

requirement.  This is driven by a physician’s self-assessment of their individual learning 

needs.  However, research into the accuracy of self-assessment in higher education has 

had mixed results.  A meta-analysis of quantitative self-assessment studies in higher 

education showed that students are poor to moderate judges of their own performance 

(65).  A literature review by Gordon (66) led to the same conclusion.  A 2005 study by 

Mandel et al. however, demonstrated that surgical residents were actually fairly accurate 

at assessing their technical skills (67).  In this study, 92 surgical residents performed self-

assessments on a 6-station bench model including open and laparoscopic skills.  The 

residents task specific, overall, and global assessments correlated significantly with 

faculty evaluations (67). 

 It is important to remember a number of things when reviewing the self-

assessment literature.  The ability of an individual to assess and self-assess is not an 

innate skill.  It is something that needs to be taught and learned over time.  As well, in 
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order for learners to efficaciously use assessment tools, they must be properly instructed 

in their use.  Additionally, these assessment tools must be well validated and rigorously 

tested. 

 Peer assessment refers to the assessment of an individual’s performance by 

another individual in the same field, with the goal to maintain or enhance the quality of 

the work or performance in that field (68).  Peer assessment can be a valuable tool in 

medical education (55, 69).  It can be used to stimulate trainee participation in 

educational activities, clarify assessment criteria, and improve team performance and 

individual effort.  A systemic review by Secomb (70) in 2008 showed evidence for peer 

teaching as an effective evaluation tool, as did a review by Speyer et al. (54) in 2011.  

Caution does need to be exercised with regards to the assessment instrument used; 

validity and reliability need to be demonstrated.  

 Non-surgeons have been increasingly utilized as assessors.  Standardized patients 

have been shown to be as reliable as physicians in the assessment of objective structured 

clinical exams (OSCE) after proper instruction (71).  Several studies have also 

demonstrated the high reliability of nurse evaluation of humanistic qualities (71-73).  

These assessments mainly rely on checklists, and whether non-surgeon evaluators would 

be able to assess technical skill has not been established. 

 

F. When should assessment occur? 

 

 Assessment can occur either at different points throughout a course or training, or 

during different stages of motor skill acquisition. 
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 In 1967, Fitts and Posner described a three-stage theory of motor skill acquisition 

that is widely accepted in both the motor skills and surgical literature (74, 75).  This 

model separates the acquisition of motor skills into three separate stages – cognition, 

integration and automation.  In the cognition stage, the goal is for the learner to 

understand the task.  Performance is erratic at this point and the procedure is carried out 

in distinct steps.  An example of this is learning to place a suture and tie a surgical knot.  

During the cognitive stage of learning this skill, the learner must understand the basic 

mechanics of the skill - how to hold the needle driver, pick up the tissue, hold the tie and 

place throws, and how to move their hands. With practice and feedback, the learner 

reaches the integrative stage.  Here, the learner is able to translate the knowledge learned 

into more appropriate motor behavior.  Performance is more fluid, and the procedure is 

carried out with fewer interruptions.  The learner is still thinking about how to move their 

hands and how much tension is required to pick up the tissue and secure the knot, but 

they are able to execute the task more fluidly with fewer interruptions.  Finally, with 

more practice, the learner reaches the autonomous stage of motor skill acquisition.  The 

learner is able to perform the task with speed, efficiency and precision.  They no longer 

need to think about how to execute the particular task, and can concentrate on refining 

performance and other aspects of the procedure (74, 75). 

 Another way of looking at the timing of assessment is at various points 

throughout a course or program.  The assessment can occur before or at the beginning of 

the course as a pretest, during the course as continuous assessment, or at the end of the 

program as a final assessment (54).    
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 The pretest assessment is useful as it demonstrates the students pre-existing 

knowledge.  The focus of the course may be adjusted accordingly; less time may be spent 

on areas that the learners are already knowledgeable in, and more on areas in which they 

are weaker.  Pre-reading material can also be recommended. 

 Continuous assessment is useful as it demonstrates the learner’s progress.  Areas 

requiring remediation may be identified and the necessary steps taken before the final 

assessment. 

 End of course or final evaluation affords measurement of the degree to which 

overall course or program objectives have been met.  This provides a final assessment to 

the trainee. 

 

G. Current Assessment of Technical Skills in Surgical Programs 

 

 A trainee’s technical skills are constantly evaluated throughout residency training 

(76).  This is most often a subjective assessment performed by practicing staff surgeons 

as a resident rotates through a particular surgical service (40).  At periodic intervals 

throughout the rotation, the staff surgeon fills out an in-training evaluation report (ITER) 

that is used to assess all areas of the trainee’s surgical competence.  The ITER is 

composed of a list of rating scales with sections such as knowledge, professionalism, 

technical skill, teamwork, and communication skills that the evaluator completes to 

evaluate the candidate’s clinical competency (3).  The purpose of the ITER is to provide 

an accurate assessment of the trainee’s performance abilities and provide useful feedback 

to both the trainee and the program (53). 
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 The ITER has some advantages as an assessment tool.  It can encompass aspects 

of competency such as professionalism, teamwork and communication skills that may not 

otherwise be evaluated.  It is inexpensive and no special equipment is required.  As well 

it allows for multiple observations over time (3).  

 However there are criticisms of the ITER as a way to evaluate technical skills.  

ITERs have been found to have poor validity and limited inter-rater and intra-rater 

reliability (3, 53, 76).  According to Turnbull et al, this is primarily due to two major 

factors (53).  First, faculty evaluators often do not receive training in the evaluation 

process and correct use of the ITER, which results in a number of rater errors.  Errors of 

distribution include a range restriction or central tendency error and a leniency/severity or 

dove/hawk error.  In central tendency errors evaluators use the mid-range average values 

and fail to use the whole scale, while in leniency/severity error there is a tendency to 

assign predominantly low or high scores (77).  Additionally, ITERS may be subject to the 

halo effect, a correlation error that commonly occurs where the raters overall impression 

of the trainee influences the assessment of each individual component of the evaluation 

(77).  Second, ITERs are not usually filled out on a daily basis, but rather in a 

retrospective fashion at the middle or end point of a rotation.  Consequently, they are 

based on a recall of events and are generally not sufficiently detailed, or accurate. 

 Procedural logs record the number and type of procedure that a resident completes 

throughout their training and are often used as a marker of technical competence (76).  

These are a requirement for specialty certification by the American Board of Surgery, 

where an applicant must demonstrate their participation in a minimum number of cases in 

the various areas of general surgery (3).  The problem with this is that the number of 
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cases required to achieve competency can vary substantially between individuals, and 

participation in a procedure does not ensure competency (78).  As well, the reliability of 

the data recorded can potentially be questionable.  Trainees are often in a rush while 

logging procedures, or do so retrospectively at a time remote from the operation. 

 Currently, the majority of surgical programs across the country use a combination 

of ITERs and procedural logs to assess whether or not a trainee’s technical skills are 

sufficient to progress to the next level in their training. 

 ITERs are summative as opposed to formative measures of assessment.  They do 

not provide residents with a concrete understanding of the particular aspects of their 

technical skills that need improvement (79).  On the other hand, global rating scales are 

reliable, have high inter-rater reliability and construct validity (80, 81).  Residency 

programs across the country are trying to incorporate the use of these instruments into the 

evaluation of their trainee’s technical skills.  However this does not appear to be being 

done routinely in the majority of programs. 
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Chapter 3 Currently Validated Instruments Available for Evaluation of Surgical  

 

Technical Skills   

 

A. Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills (OSATS) 

  

 In 1997, Martin et al., developed OSATS as a new way to more objectively 

evaluate the technical skills of surgical residents (82).  It is a performance-based 

examination designed to assess the technical competency of surgical residents that 

consists of eight 15-minute bench model stations.  Each model simulates portions of 

operative procedures relevant to general surgery.  Examples of these stations include 

closure of a skin incision, insertion of a T-tube, hand-sewn bowel anastomosis, and 

control of an inferior vena caval hemorrhage (83).  Two or more observers evaluate each 

task using a global rating scale with seven dimensions that are each related to some 

aspect of operative performance.  The dimensions assessed include respect for tissue, 

time and motion, instrument handling, knowledge of instruments, use of assistants, flow 

of operation and forward planning and knowledge of specific procedure (82).  Each 

dimension is graded on a five-point scale with the middle and extreme points anchored by 

specific descriptors to help clarify scoring (83).  There is also an overall pass/fail 

judgment for the examiner to make based on their perception of overall performance (82).  

In this original study and a subsequent follow up of larger size, the global rating scale 

was compared to task specific checklists.  Both studies demonstrated stronger construct 

validity and greater reliability for the global rating scale compared to the checklists, and 

the checklists are no longer used as part of the OSATS scoring assessment. 
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 The OSATS (Appendix 1) has been extensively validated and shown to be an 

effective method for assessment of surgical skills (84).  It does however require 

significant resources and time on the part of faculty evaluators (76).  Over the past fifteen 

years, it has moved from use in the laboratory setting to use in the operating theatre (31, 

50, 60, 80, 81).  OSATS is validated and used for the evaluation of both open and 

laparoscopic surgical skills.  It is viewed as the standard for skills assessment (50, 60).  

For these reasons OSATS was one of the evaluation tools used in this study.  

 

B. Global Operative Assessment of Laparoscopic Skills (GOALS) 

 

 Originally developed by Vassiliou et al., GOALS is a global assessment tool used 

to assess intraoperative skills in laparoscopy (79).  It is composed of a five item global 

rating scale and two visual analog scales (VAS) for overall competence and case 

difficulty.  The five domains examined are depth perception, bimanual dexterity, 

efficiency, tissue handling, and autonomy (79).  Each domain is scored on a five-point 

scale for dissection of the vesicular bed during laparoscopic cholecystectomy, with the 

middle and extreme points anchored by specific descriptors to help clarify scoring (85).  

The two VAS are 10 cm lines with descriptive anchors at each end.  The first VAS 

measures how technically difficult the operation is, and the second measures the 

operator’s overall competence.  The evaluator marks the appropriate spot on the VAS 

with an X (79).   

 Vassiliou and colleagues demonstrated construct validity not only on the overall 

score, but also for each of the five GOALS items individually (79).  Excellent internal 
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consistency and interrater reliability was also demonstrated for the five item global rating 

scale.  Although the VAS did demonstrate construct validity, interrater reliability was 

weak and we feel that it does not add benefit to the five item global rating scale.  It is still 

included at the bottom of the rating scale, however most studies published since the 

original in 2004 do not utilize the VAS. 

 Fried et al. further validated GOALS as an assessment tool by demonstrating that 

it has concurrent validity by comparing GOALS scores with assessment of skills using a 

simulator (15).  In 2007, Gumbs and colleagues demonstrated construct validity for 

GOALS for assessment of a complete laparoscopic cholecystectomy and laparoscopic 

appendectomy (85).  This has added further evidence to the value and effectiveness of 

GOALS as a global assessment tool for laparoscopic skills. 

 To date GOALS is the only global rating scale that has been developed and 

validated specifically for the assessment of laparoscopic skills.  For this reason, GOALS 

was included as one of the assessment tools in this study.  (Appendix 2). 

 

C. McGill Inanimate System for Training and Evaluation of Laparoscopic Skills 

(MISTELS) 

 

 In 1998, Derossis et al., set about developing a method to quantitatively assess 

technical skills in laparoscopic surgery by measuring performance through a series of 

exercises performed on a surgical simulator (8).  The result was the McGill Inanimate 

System for Training and Evaluation of Laparoscopic Skills (MISTELS) simulation 

system.  The original program consisted of seven standardized tasks performed in a 
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trainer box under videoscopic guidance.  The tasks were derived by a review of 

videotapes of basic and advanced laparoscopic procedures by expert laparoscopic 

surgeons.  The face and content validity of the tasks was confirmed through questioning a 

large group of 44 expert laparoscopic surgeons (15).  The original seven tasks ranged in 

difficulty and the skills they aimed at developing.  Some of the exercises were chosen to 

develop basic dexterity skills, whereas others emphasized the use of specialized 

instruments and particular laparoscopic techniques.  The tasks consisted of peg transfer, 

pattern cutting, clip application, placement of a ligating loop, mesh placement over a 

defect and intracorporeal and extracorporeal suturing (8).  Since the original publication 

by Derossis et al., the clipping and mesh placement tasks have been eliminated secondary 

to a lack of validity and limitations in feasibility and cost (3). 

 Performance of each task is graded objectively, taking into account both precision 

of performance and speed.  The score for an individual task is calculated by subtracting 

the time required to complete the task, in seconds, from a preset cutoff time (40).  If the 

time to complete the task surpassed the preset cutoff time, a score of 0 was assigned.  A 

penalty score for inaccuracy is also deducted according to a predetermined system (8). 

 The MISTELS system has been further validated since the original study and has 

been shown to be a highly reliable and valid system (3, 9, 15, 23, 40).  In 2004, Fried et 

al., demonstrated predictive validity of the MISTELS model by showing that its scores 

correlate highly with intraoperative measurements of technical skill in laparoscopy 

(r=0.81; P <0.001) (15).  For this, they evaluated a laparoscopic cholecystectomy using a 

modified version of Vassiliou et al.’s GOALS rating scale (15).  The Society of American 

Gastrointestinal and Endoscopic Surgeons (SAGES) have made MISTELS the manual 
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skills component of its Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) program.  These 

skills are the current gold standard for the assessment of laparoscopic skills outside of the 

operating room.  As such, they were used as the video trainer manual skills component 

for this study.   

 

D. Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) 

 

 Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS), is an educational program 

developed by SAGES.  This program was launched in 2004 (35).  The overall goal of the 

FLS program is to teach and assess the basic cognitive and psychomotor skills required to 

competently perform laparoscopic surgery (35).   

 The FLS program consists of a didactic module and manual skills training 

practicum for education, and an examination component to assess competency.  The 

cognitive portion of the educational program addresses four broad content areas: 

preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative considerations and basic laparoscopic 

procedures (36).  The manual skills training portion of the program is based on the 

MISTELS program originally developed by Derossis and colleagues at McGill University.  

Competence is assessed through a two-part examination, consisting of a cognitive 

computer based test and a proctored technical skills component. 

 The FLS program has been thoroughly tested and validated as a teaching and 

assessment tool for laparoscopic skills (8, 15, 16, 34-43).  It meets the standards for high 

stakes examination.  As of 2010, the American Board of Surgery requires its candidates 

to be FLS certified (34, 44). 
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E. Imperial College Surgical Assessment Device (ICSAD) 

 

 The Imperial College Surgical Assessment Device (ICSAD) is another method of 

assessing surgical skills that utilizes hand motion analysis.  Sensors are placed on the 

dorsal surface of the trainee’s hands while they perform a task and the hand motion is 

tracked.  Their movement is translated into a computerized tracing of hand motion by the 

sensors.  This provides an index of technical skill in both laparoscopic and open 

procedures that has been shown to have good concordance with OSATS scores (75, 86).  

Although the ICSAD has shown to be a valid indicator of operative skill, the evaluation 

metrics that are produced do not provide the trainee with feedback that can be used 

effectively for educational purposes (15, 76). 
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Chapter 4 Potential Models Available for Surgical Skills Assessment 

 

A. Patients 

 

 While there has been a move away from teaching basic skills in the operating 

theatre, patients remain an integral part of surgical training.  An operation can be reduced 

into its component parts that can be learned and mastered over a number of operations on 

separate patients.  This is best done under the direct guidance and supervision of a staff 

surgeon (87).  However, there are a multitude of ethical considerations when allowing 

trainees to operate on patients.  This, combined with fiscal restraints, work hour 

reductions and restricted operating room time, make it important to evaluate other models 

for their role in assessment of surgical skills. 

 

B. Cadavers 

 

 Cadavers have traditionally been used for medical and surgical anatomy sessions 

throughout training programs (84).  However preserved cadaveric tissue does not 

resemble living tissue and it not a good model for laparoscopic surgery.  The tissues are 

much stiffer, less malleable and difficult to work with.  Depending on the preserving 

agent, it is extremely difficult or impossible to create a pneumoperitoneum.  Additionally, 

cadavers are expensive and in limited supply (87, 88). 
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C. Animals 

 

 Animal models have been used extensively in medical training in the past.  There 

are moral and ethical issues surrounding the use of animal models.  Issues such as: is it 

absolutely necessary to use the animal model, or could these skills be learned in another 

way?  Are the animals undergoing any harm or suffering as a result?  Do the benefits to 

the learner justify the use of the animal?  As well, the high cost and significant resources 

required to use these animal models, have led many universities and programs away from 

their use (84). 

 

D. Video Trainers  

  

 These refer to the low fidelity physical box trainers or video trainers.  These 

physical box trainers are composed of frames supporting traditional laparoscopic video 

monitors, light sources and camera systems (30).  Trainees use actual laparoscopic 

instruments to perform tasks under videoscopic guidance (3). 

 Advantages of the physical box trainers are that they are portable, reusable, and 

they use the same instruments as used in the operating room (75).  They are also 

relatively inexpensive with the average cost of a video trainer set up being approximately 

$2000. 

  Disadvantages include the fact that they are a low fidelity technology, the tasks 

being performed are basic and it is not possible to perform whole operations.  Being able 

to walk through the steps of an operation helps the trainee to automate the steps and to 
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troubleshoot any difficulties they may encounter in a safe environment (75).  

Additionally, an evaluator needs to be present to ensure the tasks are being performed 

properly and to evaluate the trainee.  This limits timing and scheduling and potentially 

adds an increased cost if the evaluator requires compensation for their time. 

 

E. Virtual Reality Simulators  

  

 Virtual reality trainers use computer-generated environments to perform 

computer-generated tasks.  Computer-generated images are linked to a human-computer 

interface enabling the trainee to manipulate the images and receive objective feedback on 

performance from the computer (89).   

 There is a spectrum of machines available now, with some of the more recent 

ones incorporating haptic feedback.  In surgery haptic or force feedback refers to the 

sense of touch that a surgeon experiences, both consciously and unconsciously, while 

operating (90).  Adding haptic feedback to virtual reality simulators used for laparoscopic 

training and assessment is thought to be beneficial to trainees, especially during the early 

phase of psychomotor skill acquisition and for complex tasks (90-93). 

 Advantages of the virtual reality simulators are that they are reusable, there is no 

need for an evaluator as there are preset evaluation metrics on the computer, and data can 

be captured and saved for review at a later time.  There is the ability to perform whole 

procedures, not just technical skills tasks.  For example a trainee can perform a 

laparoscopic cholecystectomy from start to finish.  As well, the level of difficulty can be 

adjusted to create easier or more challenging/stressful situations (22, 75). 
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 Disadvantages of the virtual reality simulators include maintenance, three 

dimensions are not always well simulated, haptic feedback often lacks realism, and 

acceptance by trainees is often low (75).  As a result trainees focus and effort on the tasks 

may be minimal.  It then becomes less effective as a training tool and is not an accurate 

representation of actual laparoscopic skill.  They are also extremely expensive compared 

to the video trainers, with the average cost of a virtual simulator ranging from 

approximately $80,000 - $120,000.  That does not include the maintenance fees, technical 

support, or the purchase of any additional modules for the machine. 
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Chapter 5 Comparison of Video Trainers to Virtual Simulators 

  

 Training in lab-based settings with either virtual reality simulators or video 

trainers results in improvement of skills both in the simulation setting and the operating 

room.  Simulation is now established as an effective method of skill acquisition (15-33).   

 In the first study to validate the transfer of training skills on a virtual reality 

simulator to the operating room, Seymour et al. demonstrated improved operative 

performance during laparoscopic cholecystectomy for residents that had trained on the 

MIST VR simulator (18).  They showed that residents who had trained on the virtual 

reality simulator made fewer errors and were faster at completing the cholecystectomy 

than the control group (18).  They did not include a video training group in their study. 

 In 2000, Scott and colleagues demonstrated that 30 minutes of daily video 

training for 10 days improved video-eye hand skills and translated into improved 

operative performance for junior surgical residents (31).  Second and third year general 

surgery residents were prospectively randomized to either a video training group or a 

control group.  Both groups were evaluated performing a pre and posttest laparoscopic 

cholecystectomy using a validated global operative assessment tool by three evaluators 

blinded to the resident’s randomization status.  All residents were also evaluated 

performing five standardized video trainer tasks at the beginning and the end of the study.  

The trained group achieved significantly greater improvement in video trainer scores on 

all five video trainer tasks, and significantly improved on four out of eight criteria on the 

global assessment scores for the laparoscopic cholecystectomy (31). 
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 The benefit of one simulation method over the other for training purposes has not 

been clearly established.  Hamilton et al. randomized junior general surgery residents to 

either a virtual reality or video trainer structured training program, and assessed their 

baseline skills compared to their post training skills (30).  There was no statistically 

significant improvement difference between the two groups, with the virtual reality group 

improving their posttest score by 54%, and the video trainer improving theirs by 55%.  

They also looked at the effect of practice on operative performance by assessing all 

second year residents on their operative performance during a laparoscopic 

cholecystectomy before and after skills training.  Operative performance improved only 

in the virtual reality group (p<0.05) (30).   

 In another study comparing virtual reality training to video training, Munz et al. 

randomized 24 novices to a either a control group, video training, or training on the 

LapSim virtual reality simulator (17).  The 16 participants assigned to one of the training 

groups each performed 30 min training sessions once per week under direct supervision.  

Analysis of pre and post-test scores showed significant improvement in both trained 

groups, but no significant difference in the improvement between the two groups (17). 

 A recent Cochrane systematic review concluded that virtual reality training was at 

least as effective as video training in supplementing standard laparoscopic training, but 

no clear advantage was demonstrated (19). 

 Both video trainers and virtual reality simulators have demonstrated significant 

correlations between operative performance and psychomotor performance in lab-based 

settings and can be used to assess operative laparoscopic skills (8, 15, 25, 34, 37, 39, 41-

43, 45-50).  There is however a significantly larger body of evidence supporting this for 
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the video trainer than the virtual reality simulator, and video trainers are currently used 

for the technical skills assessment component in the FLS program.  

 In 2003, Gallagher et al. demonstrated construct validity of the MIST VR virtual 

reality simulator, and showed that it was capable of evaluating the psychomotor skills 

required for the performance of laparoscopic surgery (48). 

 A study published by Kundhal and Grantcharov in 2008 showed validity of the 

LapSim virtual reality simulator for assessing laparoscopic skill (25).  They recruited ten 

surgical residents with limited laparoscopic experience and had them perform three 

repetitions of seven basic skills tasks on the LapSim trainer, and then one laparoscopic 

cholecystectomy in the operating room.  Time, error, and economy of motion parameters 

were measured on the LapSim.  Operative performance was video recorded and blindly 

assessed by two independent observers using a modified OSATS rating scale.  The 

correlation between time, economy of motion, and error parameters during the simulated 

tasks on the LapSim and the laparoscopic cholecystectomy were statistically assessed.  

Significant correlations between operative performance and simulator performance were 

demonstrated (25). 

 A larger prospective study by Langelotz and colleagues out of Germany 

established construct validity of the LapSim virtual reality simulator and showed that it 

could be used to assess operative laparoscopic skill (46). 

 To our knowledge, there have been no studies directly comparing video trainer 

and virtual reality simulation for assessment of operative laparoscopic skills.  This has 

implications for surgical training programs, locally, nationally and internationally.  

Currently, most programs use a combination of simulation technology for training and 
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assessing their residents.  If either video trainers or virtual reality simulators are shown to 

be superior at assessing laparoscopic operative skill, resources could be directed towards 

utilizing that modality for evaluation purposes.  This is particularly important as there are 

ever-increasing time and fiscal constraints in surgical training.   
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Chapter 6 Study Objectives 

  

 The objectives of this study are to 

1. Establish construct validity for FLS, LapVR, GOALS, and OSATS in a mid 

sized academic center 

2. Determine predictive validity of FLS and the LapVR virtual reality simulator 

using a human cholecystectomy model 
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Chapter 7 Methods 

 

A. Participants 

 

 General surgery residents in postgraduate years 1-5 (PGY 1-5) and urology 

residents in PGY-1 at the University of Manitoba were invited to participate in this study.   

Informed consent was obtained from all participating subjects (Appendix 3).  Ethics 

approval was obtained from the University of Manitoba Health Research Ethics Board 

(HREB). 

 

B. Sample Size 

 

 Formal sample size and power calculations were not possible due to this study not 

having an intervention and therefore no effect size.  Instead the educational literature and 

guidelines pertaining to these types of studies were reviewed in order to determine an 

appropriate sample size.  Twenty-six general surgery and urology resident’s participated 

in the study.  This is consistent with related educational literature (25, 94-96) and the 

American College of Surgeons Division of Education guidelines for studies of this nature 

(57).  
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C. Study Design 

 

 Data collection occurred between September 2011 and January 2013.  All invited 

residents were given an explanation of the study and a consent form to review.  Residents 

then performed the manual skills portion of the FLS tasks on the video trainer, the 

specified tasks on the LapVR virtual reality simulator, and a human laparoscopic 

cholecystectomy.  Half of the residents performed the video trainer tasks first, while the 

other half performed the virtual reality simulator tasks first to control for any potential 

learning crossover between the two simulation modalities.  The order of performance of 

the laparoscopic cholecystectomy and lab-based simulation activities was not always the 

same, but were done as close in time as possible.   

 Before each session, every resident completed a questionnaire outlining their prior 

laparoscopic experience and any practice on video trainers or virtual reality simulators, as 

well as any interim practice between the sessions.  (See Appendix 4 for a copy of the 

questionnaire). 
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i.   Box Trainer: Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery 

 

The manual skills portion of FLS consists of five tasks (8, 15).  Participants performed 

four of these five tasks. 

 

1. Peg Transfer 

  

 There are two pegboards and six pegs.  The operator is required to use 

laparoscopic graspers to lift each peg with the left hand, transfer it to their right hand and 

place it on the second pegboard.  Once this is completed with all six pegs, the sequence is 

reversed.  The cutoff time is 300 seconds.  A penalty score is given by calculating the 

percentage of pegs that could not be transferred as a result of being dropped outside the 

field of vision.  

 

 
Figure 1. Picture of Box Trainer Peg Transfer Task 
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2. Pattern Cutting 
  

 For this task, the operator must cut out a pre-marked circular pattern from a 

suspended 10 x 10 cm gauze sheet.  The grasper in the non-dominant hand places the 

gauze under tension while the operator uses their dominant hand to cut out the pattern 

with endoscopic scissors.  The cutoff time is 300 seconds.  A penalty score is determined 

by calculating the percentage of the area of deviation from the original pattern.  For 

simplicity we deducted a standard penalty of 75 points for any deviation greater than 2 

mm from the pre-marked pattern (97). 

 

 

Figure 2.  Picture of Box Trainer Pattern Cutting Task 
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3. Ligating Loop Application 

  

 This task requires placing a pre-tied slipknot at a specific pre-marked point on a 

foam tubular appendage.  The operator uses a laparoscopic grasper to stabilize the foam 

appendage, while using their opposite hand to place the loop on the target, secure the 

knot, and then cut the excess suture.  The cutoff time for this task is 180 seconds.  The 

distance in millimeters that the knot deviates from the pre-marked line determines the 

penalty.  An additional deduction of 50 points is added to the penalty score for insecure 

or failed knots. 

 
 
 
 
Figure 3.  Picture of Box Trainer Ligating Loop task 
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4. Intracorporeal (IC) Suturing 

  

 This task requires the operator to place a simple suture (2-0 silk suture 12 cm in 

length on a curved v-20 needle) through pre-marked points on a longitudinally slit 

Penrose (rubber) drain.  The operator then creates three knots using an intracorporeal 

knot tying technique.  The needle is passed to the opposite hand with each knot.  The cut-

off time is 600 seconds.  The penalty score is the sum of the distance in millimeters that 

the suture placement deviates from the pre-marked points, plus the gap in millimeters 

between the edges of the approximated Penrose drain. An additional penalty is applied 

for knots that slip (10 points) or come apart (20 points). 

 

 
 
Figure 4.  Picture of Box Trainer Intracorporeal Suturing Task 
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 Didactic instruction and demonstration were given to each participant on how to 

perform the tasks.  All subjects performed one repetition of the four tasks consecutively 

as a familiarization trial.  They then repeated the sequence a second time, with this data 

being collected for analysis purposes. 

 

ii.  Virtual Reality: LapVR 

 

 The LapVR platform was used for the virtual simulator component of the study.  

It is a personal computer based virtual reality system consisting of a 20-inch flat liquid-

crystal digital display, two laparoscopic instrument handles with options for needle driver 

handles, a camera device and two foot pedals.  The software consists of four different 

modules: essential skill, procedural skill, obstetrics/gynecology module, and general 

surgery procedures module.  It also contains an original haptic feedback system (98). 

 The essential skill module contains six tasks: camera navigation, peg transfer, 

pattern cutting, clipping, needle driving, and knot tying at three different levels (1, 2 and 

3 representing beginner, intermediate, and advanced levels respectively).  The LapVR 

automatically evaluates each task by summing a total score of 100 parameters, which 

include factors such as time taken to complete the task, number of errors – e.g. extent of 

tissue damage, number of wrongly placed clips, estimated amount of blood loss, etc., and 

instrument path length. 

 Peg transfer, pattern cutting, clipping, needle driving, and knot tying at beginner 

level 1 were included for the virtual simulator portion of the study.  These were felt to 

most closely approximate the FLS video trainer tasks outlined above. 
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 Older virtual simulators such as the MIST-VR have tasks that are completely 

unrelated to the FLS video trainer tasks.  For example, the MIST-VR has a number of 

tasks that involve touching, grasping and cauterizing virtual spheres and plates within a 

three-dimensional cube (49).  

 Newer devices are including tasks that are more similar to the MISTELS video 

trainer tasks as well as whole operations such as laparoscopic cholecystectomies.  
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LapVR Tasks: 

 

1. Peg Transfer 

  

 There is one pegboard with four holes present in the center of the screen.  The 

user must pick up pegs that appear on alternating sides of the screen and place them in 

the highlighted spot on the pegboard.  By having pegs appear on alternate sides of the 

screen, the user must use both the dominant and non-dominant hands approximately 

equally to complete the task.  The cut-off time is 360 seconds. 

 
 
 
 
Figure 5.  Picture of LapVR Peg Transfer Task   
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2. Pattern Cutting 

  

 This task is very similar to the pattern-cutting task in the manual skills portion of 

FLS.  The operator must cut out a pre-marked circular pattern from a suspended gauze 

sheet.  The cut-off time for this task is 300 seconds. 

 

 
 
Figure 6.  Picture of LapVR Pattern Cutting Task 
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3. Clip Application 

  

 There is a representation of an artery, and a ductal structure in the center of the 

screen.  The ductal structure has four highlighted areas where the operator must apply 

clips.  Once clips are applied to the correct areas, a highlighted mark appears in the center 

where the duct is to be divided.  The cut-off time is 180 seconds. 

 

 
 
Figure 7.  Picture of LapVR Clip Application Task 
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4. Needle Driving 

  

 For this task there is a series of four separate blocks that appear sequentially in the 

middle of the monitor.  Each block has a pre-marked area where the operator must drive a 

needle through and remove it from the corresponding designated area of the block.  The 

cut-off time is 300 seconds. 

 

 
 
Figure 8.  Picture of LapVR Needle Driving Task 
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5. Knot Tying 

  

 The operator is required to place three knots using an intracorporeal knot tying 

technique.  The first knot is a double throw; the second and third knots are opposing 

single throws.  The cut-off time for this task is 300 seconds. 

 

 
 
Figure 9.  Picture of LapVR Knot Tying Task 
 
 

 
 

  

 All subjects were given instruction and demonstration in how to perform the tasks 

using correct technique and instrument handling.  They completed the five tasks 

consecutively as a familiarization trial, and then repeated them for assessment purposes 

and data collection. 
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iii.  In Vivo: Human Cholecystectomy 

 

 Each resident performed an elective laparoscopic cholecystectomy on a human 

patient under the direct supervision of an attending surgeon.  If the cholecystectomy was 

deemed to be too difficult for the level of the resident at the beginning of the operation, a 

new case was selected for evaluation.  The staff surgeon used the previously validated 

GOALS assessment tool (15, 79, 85) and a modified version of Martin and Reznick’s 

OSATS (82, 84) to evaluate the resident’s operative performance.  There were three staff 

surgeons involved with the study, all had been instructed and were very familiar with the 

use of the assessment tools.  They were instructed not to help the resident or provide 

guidance unless the resident failed to progress appropriately, or if patient safety became a 

concern such as with significant bleeding or unusual anatomy. 

 

D. Outcome Measures 

 

 Outcome measures for the separate modalities included: FLS scoring system 

metrics (8, 15, 37, 41), computer based evaluations (98), and operative evaluations based 

on global operative rating scales (15, 79, 82, 84, 85).  All forms of these outcome 

measures have been previously validated. 

 For the FLS scoring system metrics, a cut-off time is assigned for each task (8, 

15).  A raw score is calculated by subtracting the subject’s time taken to complete the 

task in seconds plus any additional penalties from the cut-off time, as follows: 
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 Raw score = Cut-off time – Completion time – Penalty score 

  

 As a result, higher scores indicate superior performance.  Each subject’s raw score 

was then normalized to provide equal weighting of the tasks according to formula’s 

available through the FLS program (41).  A normalized score of 100 on any individual 

task indicates an excellent performance.  For each subject, the normalized score on each 

of the four tasks was summed to give an overall test score. 

 The computer based performance measures are automatic evaluations performed 

by the LapVR.  The computer records a number of parameters related to time, error, 

economy of motion, and overall score.  Iwata et al. validated a number of these 

parameters in 2010 (98).  Forty-four subjects were divided into three groups consisting of 

no previous laparoscopic experience, minimal laparoscopic experience and experienced 

laparoscopic surgeons.  All subjects were compared performing the six essential tasks on 

the LapVR.  Differences between the scores for each group of participants were 

statistically evaluated.  Significant differences were detected between the groups for 16 

of the 100 scoring parameters (98).  Using this study as a guide, the data for these 

validated parameters was extracted and recorded for each subject.  This ranged from one 

validated parameter for the clipping task to four for the peg transfer and pattern cutting 

tasks. 

 Operative evaluations of the laparoscopic cholecystectomies were performed 

using the previously validated global operative rating scales OSATS and GOALS.  A 

higher overall score indicates superior performance on both of these scales.  
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E. Data Analysis 

 

The analyses were carried out using Statistical Analysis System SAS 9.2 (SAS 

Institute, Cary, NC).  All p-values were two tailed and a p-value <0.05 was considered 

statistically significant.  Continuous variables (e.g., GOALS score) were summarized in 

the descriptive analyses using the mean and standard deviations.  Categorical variables 

(e.g., comprehensive score) were summarized using the number (percent) in various 

categories.  Comparisons between junior residents (PGY 1 and 2) and senior residents 

(PGY 3-5) were conducted using t tests or non-parametric Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney Test 

for continuous variables, and chi-square tests or Fisher’s exact test for categorical 

variables.  Multivariable regression analysis was carried out to examine the association 

between outcome variables (GOALS score or OSATS score) and predictor variables 

(FLS overall score or LapVR data from each domain: Peg Transfer, Cutting, Clipping, 

Needle Driving, and Knot Tying).  The R-squares from these multivariable regression 

analyses were used as a measure of how strongly FLS and LapVR evaluation metrics 

predict intra-operative performance.  R-square values greater than 0.25 are considered a 

large effect, 0.09 – 0.25 a moderate effect, and less than 0.09 is considered to be a small 

effect. 
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Chapter 8 Results  

 

A. Participant Characteristics 

 

 A total of 26 subjects (14 female, 12 male) participated in the study (Table 1).  

Participants included postgraduate training year (PGY) 1 (n=12), PGY 2 (n=4), PGY 3 

(n=3), PGY 4 (n=6), and PGY 5 (n=1).  General surgery (n=23) residents of all PGY 

levels were included and urology (n= 3) PGY 1 residents were included.  24 participants 

were right-handed and 2 were left-handed.  Data was analyzed for the separate junior 

(PGY1 and 2) and senior (PGY 3, 4, and 5) groups.  Half of the juniors and half of the 

seniors performed the FLS video trainer tasks before the LapVR virtual simulator.  The 

order of the laparoscopic cholecystectomy and simulation activities varied, as they were 

limited by opportunity and scheduling.  17 residents performed the simulation tasks prior 

to the laparoscopic cholecystectomy and 9 performed the laparoscopic cholecystectomy 

first.  This was evenly divided between junior and senior residents.  All previous and 

interim experience was documented through a questionnaire.  Time between activities 

was also recorded.  Interim experience was found to be more useful than time between 

activities, as many of the PGY 1 and 2 residents were rotating on non-surgical rotations 

and therefore not participating in any operative or simulation activities between sessions.  

All 26 participants completed the study. 
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Table 1. Characteristics of Study Participants 

 

 Overall 

(n=26) 

Juniors 

(n=16) 

Seniors 

(n=10) 

Significance 

level 

Age  29.7 (3.4) 29.3 (3.9) 30.5 (2.5) 0.19 

Gender  

       F, n (%) 

       M, n (%) 

 

14 (53.9) 

12 (46.1) 

 

10 (62.5) 

6 (37.5) 

 

4 (40) 

6 (60) 

0.42 

Handedness 

     L, n (%) 

     R, n (%) 

 

2 (7.7) 

24 (92.3) 

 

1 (6.3) 

15 (93.7) 

 

1 (10) 

9 (90) 

0.99 

Home program 

   General Surgery, n (%) 

   Urology, n (%) 

 

23 (88.5) 

3 (11.5) 

 

13 (81.2) 

3 (18.8) 

 

10 (100) 

0 

0.26 

Laparoscopic experience 

(procedures as primary 

operator) 

 

60.83 (83.51) 

 

4.84 (9.07) 

 

 

150.4 

(68.90) 

 

 

<0.001 

Video/box trainer 

experience (hours) 

 

10.05 (29.73) 

 

10.51 

(37.23) 

 

9.3 (12.0) 

 

0.09 

Virtual simulator 

experience (hours) 

 

0.34 (0.54) 

 

0.39 (0.61) 

 

0.25 (0.42) 

 

0.69 

Time between activities 

(days) 

 

93.12 (113.7) 

 

149.40 

(112.9) 

 

3.10 (4.15) 

 

<0.001 

Interim laparoscopic 

experience (procedures as 

primary operator) 

 

1.69 (3.03) 

 

2.13 (3.16) 

 

1.0 (2.83) 

 

0.03 

Interim video/box trainer 

experience (hours) 

 

0.65 (1.15) 

 

1.06 (1.31) 

 

0 (0) 

 

- 

Interim virtual simulator 

experience (hours) 

 

0.08 (0.27) 

 

0.13 (0.34) 

 

0 (0) 

 

- 

Note: Values reported are mean (standard deviation) unless specified. 

 

 

 Participant characteristics were generally similar between the junior and senior 

groups (Table 1).  There was no significant difference in age (p=0.19), gender (p=0.42), 

handedness (p=0.99), or home program (p=0.26) between the two groups.  As expected, 
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there was a significant difference between the number of previous laparoscopic 

procedures performed between the juniors and the seniors (p<0.001).  This was expected, 

as senior residents should have performed a significantly larger number of procedures 

than the junior residents.  There was no difference between the number of hours spent 

practicing on video trainers (p=0.09) and virtual simulators (p=0.69) for both the juniors 

and seniors.  There was a significant difference in the number of days between activities 

(p<0.001), with the junior residents having a much longer time period between activities 

than the seniors (149.4 days vs. 3.1 days).  There was also a significant difference in the 

number of interim laparoscopic procedures performed between the two groups (p=0.03), 

with the juniors performing an average of 2.13 procedures and the seniors an average of 

1.0 procedures.   

 

B. Descriptive Statistics of Outcome and Predictor Variables 

 

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of Outcome and Predictor Variables 

 

 Overall 

(n=26) 

Juniors 

(n=16) 

Seniors 

(n=10) 

Significance 

level 

Outcome Variables     

GOALS 15.04 (5.20) 11.50 (2.71) 20.70 (2.21) <0.001 

OSATS 28.69 (9.07) 22.38 (4.16) 38.80 (3.88) <0.001 

Predictor Variables     

FLS     

Peg Transfer 85.67 (12.4) 81.46 (11.4) 92.4 (11.4) 0.03 

Pattern Cutting 16.79 (19.2) 10.3 (11.7) 27.1 (24.4) 0.07 

Ligating Loop 68.47 (24.9) 58.6 (25.8) 84.3 (12.9) 0.003 

IC Suturing 55.97 (33.0) 39.4 (28.2) 82.4 (20.7) <0.001 

Overall Score 226.9 (73.9) 189.8 (56.7) 286.3 (58.6) <0.001 
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LapVR     

Peg Transfer     

Time (seconds) 130.4 (48.6) 139.6 (50.2) 115.6 (44.2) 0.23 

Non-dominant Time 

(seconds) 

35.92 

(16.03) 

39.23 (18.27) 30.0 (9.69) 0.14 

Non-dominant Path 

Length 

2.90 (0.95) 2.85 (1.01) 2.98 (0.87) 0.72 

Comprehensive 

Score, Yes, n (%) 

13 (50) 8 (50) 5 (50) 0.99 

Cutting     

Time (seconds) 207.5 (146) 264.8 (160.0) 115.8 (36.4) 0.008 

Unsuccessful Cuts 7.38 (7.68) 9.75 (8.76) 3.60 (3.17) 0.02 

Non-dominant Path 

Length 
2.01 (1.85) 2.42 (2.01) 1.38 (1.42) 0.17 

Comprehensive 

Score, Yes, n (%) 
16 (61.5) 9 (56.3) 7 (70) 0.48 

Clipping     

Time (seconds) 74.85 

(28.38) 
89.13 (24.15) 52.0 (16.03) <0.001 

Needle Driving     

Time (seconds) 364.6 

(173.8) 
421.1 (176.1) 274.3 (132.3) 0.03 

Dominant Path 

Length 
7.13 (3.31) 8.38 (3.41) 5.14 (1.98) 0.01 

Non-dominant Path 

Length 
4.96 (2.97) 5.75 (3.01) 3.70 (2.56) 0.09 

Knot Tying     

Time (seconds) 267.8 

(170.5) 
332.3 (163.1) 171.1 (137.4) 0.02 

Dominant Path 

Length 
6.39 (4.48) 8.04 (4.84) 3.91 (2.40) 0.01 

Non-dominant Path 

Length 
6.34 (4.65) 3.70 (2.56) 4.05 (2.70) 0.04 

 Note: Values reported are mean (standard deviation) unless specified. 

 

 Senior residents had significantly higher GOALS and OSATS scores than junior 

residents (20.7 vs. 11.5, p <0.001, 38.8 vs. 22.38, p <0.001) as seen in table 2.  They also 

had significantly higher scores on the overall FLS and three out of the four FLS tasks 
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(peg transfer: 92.4 vs. 81.46, p=0.03; ligating loop: 84.3 vs. 58.6, p=0.003; IC suturing: 

82.4 vs. 39.4, p <0.001; overall score; 286.3 vs. 189.8, p <0.001), with the fifth task 

(pattern cutting) approaching significance (27.1 vs. 10.3, p=0.07).  For the LapVR tasks 

there were no significant differences between the senior and junior residents for any of 

the peg transfer parameters.  For the cutting task, the senior residents scored significantly 

better on time to completion (115.8 vs. 264.8, p=0.008), and unsuccessful cuts (3.6 vs. 

9.75, p=0.02).  The seniors also scored significantly better on the time to completion for 

clipping (52.0 vs. 89.13, p <0.001).  For needle driving, time and dominant path length 

were statistically significant, with senior residents outperforming the junior residents 

(264.3 vs. 421.1, p=0.03; 5.14 vs. 8.38, p=0.01).  The seniors had significantly better 

scores on the time to completion and dominant path length knot tying parameters (time: 

171.1 vs. 332.3, p=0.02; dominant path length: 3.9 vs. 8.04, p=0.01), but the juniors 

scored significantly better on non-dominant path length (3.7 vs. 4.05, p=0.04). 
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C. Multivariable Regression Analysis for GOALS 

 

Table 3. Multiple Correlations between GOALS scores and Predictors from Multiple 

Regression Analysis 

 

 

 Overall (N=26) Juniors (n=16) Seniors (n=10) 

 R-square  p-value R-square 

 

p-value R-square 

 

p-value 

FLS       

Overall Score 0.388 <.001 0.004 

 

0.83 0.307 

 

0.10 

 

Peg Transfer 0.241 0.01 0.015 0.66 0.256 0.13 

Pattern Cutting 0.243 0.01 0.015 0.65 0.195 0.20 

Ligating Loop 0.210 0.02 0.001 0.89 0.064 0.48 

IC Suturing 0.334 0.002 0.034 0.49 0.376 0.06 

LapVR       

Peg Transfer 0.095 

 

0.70 0.160 

 

0.72 0.631 

 

0.21 

 

Cutting  0.315 

 

0.08 0.334 

 

0.30 0.111 

 

0.95 

 

Clipping 0.397 

 
<.001 0.006 

 

0.77 0.195 

 

0.20 

 

Needle Driving 0.241 

 

0.10 0.116 

 

0.67 0.211 

 

0.67 

 

Knot Tying 0.342 

 
0.03 0.390 

 

0.13 0.377 

 

0.38 
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 Overall FLS scores are positively and significantly associated with GOALS 

scores (R-square = 0.388, p <0.001, table 3).  Additionally all four of the individual FLS 

tasks demonstrated significance.  For the LapVR, clipping (R-square = 0.397, p<0.001), 

and knot tying (R-square = 0.342, p=0.03) are significantly associated with operative 

GOALS scores.   

 

 

 

Figure 10. Relationship between overall FLS score and overall GOALS score 

 

 

  

 Figure 10 shows that FLS overall scores are positively associated with intra-

operative laparoscopic cholecystectomy performance evaluated by GOALS assessment.   
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D. Multivariable Regression Analysis for OSATS 

 

Table 4. Multiple Correlations between OSATS scores and Predictors from Multiple 

Regression Analysis 

 

 

 Overall (N=26) Juniors (n=16) Seniors (n=10) 

 R-square p-value R-square p-value R-square p-value 

FLS       

Overall Score 0.415 

 
0.001 0.002 

 

0.88 0.334 

 

0.08 

 

Peg Transfer 0.254 0.009 0.019 0.61 0.283 0.11 

Pattern Cutting 0.262 0.008 0.027 0.54 0.221 0.17 

Ligating Loop 0.206 0.02 0.006 0.78 0.033 0.61 

IC Suturing 0.377 <0.001 0.020 0.60 0.461 0.03 

LapVR 
 

 
 

 
  

Peg Transfer 0.172 

 

0.39 0.122 

 

0.82 0.713 

 

0.12 

 

Cutting  0.399 

 
0.02 0.339 

 

0.29 0.247 

 

0.80 

 

Clipping 0.451 

 
<.001 0.057 

 

0.37 0.119 

 

0.33 

 

Needle Driving 0.257 

 

0.08 0.052 

 

0.88 0.213 

 

0.67 

 

Knot Tying 0.359 

 
0.02 0.530 

 

0.03 0.322 

 

0.47 

 

 

 

 Table 4 shows that overall FLS scores are positively and significantly associated 

with OSATS scores (R-square = 0.415, p=0.001).  All four of the individual FLS tasks 

also demonstrated significance.  For the LapVR, cutting (R-square = 0.399, p=0.02), 
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clipping (R-square = 0.451, p<0.001), and knot tying (R-square = 0.359, p=0.02) are 

significantly associated with operative OSATS scores.   

 

 

Figure 11. Relationship between overall FLS score and overall OSATS score 

 

 

 

 Figure 11 shows that FLS overall scores are positively associated with intra-

operative laparoscopic cholecystectomy performance evaluated by OSATS assessment.   
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Chapter 9 Discussion  

 

 A useful framework to revisit when discussing the significance of video trainers 

versus virtual reality simulators for assessment of laparoscopic surgical skills, are the 

considerations that medical educators make when developing a method for assessing a 

learned skill (52-54).  Namely:  What are the attributes of an effective assessment?  Why 

is the assessment being performed?  What should be assessed?  How will the assessment 

be categorized and judged?  Who should perform the assessment?  When should the 

assessment occur? 

 

A. Requirements of an Effective Assessment Tool 

 

 An effective assessment tool must be both valid and reliable.  Additionally, an 

ideal assessment tool would possess a number of other desirable attributes such as 

flexibility, comprehensiveness, feasibility, timeliness, accountability, and relevance. 

 

i. Validity 

 

a. Construct Validity 

  

 Both GOALS and OSATS score’s were significantly different between the junior 

and senior groups for the laparoscopic cholecystectomy, with senior residents scoring 

significantly higher than the junior residents  (p<0.001 for both, Table 2).  This 
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demonstrates construct validity and is consistent with the literature that evaluates these 

global rating scales (79, 84, 85). 

 The senior resident group also had significantly higher scores on the overall FLS 

score, peg transfer, ligating loop, and intracorporeal suturing.  The only task that did not 

demonstrate a statistically significant difference was the pattern cutting.  A possible 

reason for this could be the penalty scoring for this task.  The penalty for cutting more 

than 2 mm outside of the target area was large at 75 points.  Even if subjects completed 

the task within the designated time frame, the penalty for inaccuracy brought many of the 

subjects score down significantly.  As overall FLS score was the measure we were 

comparing, construct validity was demonstrated for FLS.   

 For the LapVR tasks there were significant differences demonstrated between the 

junior and senior residents for all the clipping and knot tying parameters.  However for 

one of the knot tying parameters, non-dominant path length, the junior residents had 

significantly better scores than the senior residents.  This is not expected, as senior 

residents should have a more efficient path length than the juniors.  A possible 

explanation is that junior residents may be ignoring their non-dominant hand, thus giving 

a falsely improved score.  Differences were found for two of the three needle driving 

parameters and two of the four cutting parameters.  None of the parameters evaluated for 

the peg transfer were significant.  This is in contrast to the study validating the LapVR by 

Iwata et al. in 2010 (98).  Possible reasons for this could be that the peg transfer task was 

the first task that the residents performed.  As majority of the residents had spent minimal, 

if any time on a virtual simulator before, a lack of familiarity with the technology could 

be partially responsible.  Secondly, at this institution, the peg transfer task seemed to be 
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the task the junior resident’s practiced most often on the video trainer.  A crossover 

training effect between the video trainer and virtual simulator has been demonstrated (30), 

and this may have been partially responsible.  Two of the parameters measured for the 

cutting task, non-dominant hand path length and comprehensive score, showed no 

significant difference between the junior and senior residents.  This is again in contrast to 

previous findings by Iwata et al. (98).  Junior residents would be expected to be less adept 

at skillfully manipulating their non-dominant hand than the seniors, and should have an 

overall lower success rate.  This could be a result of poor performance by the senior 

residents and the sample size was not large enough to show a true effect.  One of the 

validated needle driving parameters, non-dominant hand path length, also did not show a 

significant difference.  This was the most difficult task according to participants, and 

many senior residents struggled to orient their instruments correctly.  The lack of 

significance could also be related to sample size.  Construct validity for the LapVR was 

completely demonstrated for one of the five tasks, partially demonstrated for three of the 

five, and not demonstrated for one of the five.  Compared to FLS, construct validity was 

much weaker and less thoroughly demonstrated for the LapVR. 

 

b. Predictive Validity  

 

 Overall FLS scores are significantly associated with both overall GOALS and 

OSATS scores (Table 3).  Individuals with higher FLS scores are more likely to have 

higher GOALS and OSATS scores.  This is consistent with previous literature (34, 36, 37, 

39), and demonstrates both predictive and discriminate validity.  The relationship is 
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slightly stronger for FLS and OSATS, with overall FLS score explaining 41.5% of the 

variation in OSATS operative score compared to 38.8% of the variation in GOALS 

operative score.  This however is not significant with a p value of 0.901.  For Both 

GOALS and OSATS all of the individual FLS tasks also demonstrated a statistically 

significant relationship.  The adds further strength to the predictive validity of overall 

FLS score.   

 The LapVR tasks had to be compared to overall operative score individually as 

currently there is no validated overall summary score for the tasks as in FLS.  

Additionally the individual LapVR tasks could not be compared to the individual FLS 

tasks as each LapVR task had anywhere from one to four scoring parameters contributing 

to the task evaluation.  Looking at the relationship between the individual LapVR tasks 

and GOALS scores (Table 3), it can be seen that clipping, and knot tying are significantly 

associated with GOALS scores, with clipping score explaining 39.7% of the variation in 

GOALS operative score and knot tying explaining 34.2%.  Therefore, predictive validity 

was only demonstrated for two of the five LapVR tasks and GOALS scores.  Table 4 

shows the relationship between individual LapVR tasks and OSATS scores.  Clipping, 

knot tying, and cutting were statistically significant explaining 45.1%, 35.9%, and 39.9% 

of the variation in OSATS operative score respectively.  Therefore, predictive validity 

was demonstrated for three of the five LapVR tasks and OSATS scores.  Both predictive 

and discriminate validity have been demonstrated for virtual reality simulators, however 

the literature primarily looks at the MIST VR virtual simulator and the LapSim virtual 

reality simulator (25, 45-49).  Prior to this, there have not been any studies looking at the 
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LapVR specifically.  For this study, predictive validity was partially demonstrated for the 

LapVR, this is in contrast to FLS, where predictive validity was strongly demonstrated. 

 

ii. Reliability 

 

 To use FLS and LapVR for assessment of surgical trainees prior to performing 

laparoscopic surgery on human patients there should be no doubt about the reliability of 

the assessment tool being used.  Although we did not specifically look at reliability with 

this current study, there is information available on it in the literature.  

 The reliability of the FLS tasks has been well established (8, 15, 16, 34-43), and 

SAGES currently uses FLS for assessment of the laparoscopic skills component of their 

examinations.  Fried et al demonstrated excellent interrater and test-retest reliabilities for 

overall MISTELS scores with intraclass correlation coefficients of 0.998 and 0.892 

respectively (15).  Cronbach’s alpha for the test-retest was also excellent with a value of 

0.86 (40). 

 In 2002, Gallagher et al. demonstrated the reliability of the MIST VR virtual 

reality simulator (48).  They divided subjects into three groups of twelve; experienced 

laparoscopic surgeons, inexperienced laparoscopic surgeons and laparoscopic novices.  

Each subject completed ten trials on the MIST VR virtual reality simulator.  They found 

that experienced laparoscopic surgeons performed the tasks significantly (p<0.01) faster, 

with less error, and more economy in the movement of the instruments and the use of 

diathermy, and with greater consistency in performance.  The standardized coefficient 

alpha, a measure of the internal consistency of the MIST VR, ranged from α = 0.89 to 
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0.98, showing a high internal consistency.  Test-retest reliability was more varied with a 

range from r = 0.96 to r = 0.5.  It was high for time, errors, and economy of diathermy, 

but low for economy of movement measures (48).  Although virtual reality simulators 

have a degree of innate reliability, as there is no interrater or intrarater variability, test-

retest reliability can and should be measured.  To date, the reliability of the LapVR 

virtual reality simulator has not been proven. 

 When looking at the minimum requirements of validity and reliability for an 

effective assessment tool, this study and the literature have strongly demonstrated this for 

the video trainer and FLS.  This is not yet the case with the virtual reality simulators, 

where there is minimal literature on the reliability of these machines. This is an area 

where more research is needed, especially with residency programs incorporating them 

more frequently into training curriculums. 

  

iii. Flexibility 

 

 FLS has demonstrated that it can be used to evaluate clinical competency across a 

range of practice.  It can be used to evaluate laparoscopic skills in both beginner residents 

and expert laparoscopic surgeons.  It has been found to cover the domains considered 

necessary for assessing laparoscopic skill (8, 15, 16, 34-43).  Our study supports this, as 

both construct and predictive validity were demonstrated for the video trainer and FLS.  

Additionally, the video trainer is very portable and the FLS tasks can easily be repeated 

many times in different locations without difficulty.  Portability is important in residency 

training programs as device’s that are easily portable can be made more available to 
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trainees.  It is even possible for trainees to have a video trainer box at home for practice 

purposes.  This increases the amount of time resident’s can spend practicing skills.  Our 

study demonstrated only partial construct and predictive validity for the LapVR.  

Additionally the reliability of the LapVR has not been established.  Thus the LapVR has 

not shown that it can be used to evaluate clinical competency across a range of practice.  

Although the tasks can be repeated very easily on the simulator, it is not as portable as the 

video trainer, and requires the availability of technical support in near proximity.  The 

requirement of technical support staff and the lack of portability limit the availability of 

the virtual simulator for trainee practice. 

 

iv. Comprehensiveness 

 

 The face and content validity of the manual skills component of FLS was assessed 

and confirmed by a group of 44 expert laparoscopic surgeons (15).  Members of the 

SAGES FLS committee further evaluated the tasks for any skills considered fundamental 

to laparoscopic surgery that were not assessed with these five tasks.  The only skills 

found to not be effectively covered were trocar placement and cannulation of a tubular 

structure (15).  Initial trocar placement utilizes open surgical technique and does not rely 

on a specific laparoscopic skill set.  A cannulation task could easily be added to the video 

trainer.  Therefore the FLS manual skills tasks cover the essential manual skills required 

to competently perform laparoscopic surgery and provide a comprehensive assessment of 

skill.  Our study supports this as both construct and predictive validity were demonstrated 

for the video trainer and FLS.  The LapVR tasks have not yet shown that they cover the 
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relevant objectives and assess the manual skills considered necessary to competently 

perform laparoscopic surgery.  As we have demonstrated only partial construct and 

predictive validity of the LapVR we cannot say that it is comprehensive. 

 

v. Feasibility 

 

 The video trainer and FLS are practical, easily portable and relatively inexpensive 

(37).  The average set up for the video trainer and FLS practice materials is 

approximately $2000.  In comparison, the virtual reality simulator is more difficult to 

transport, requires technical support, and costs on average $80,000 - $120,000 to 

purchase, as well as additional maintenance and software costs.  Cost effectiveness is 

important to look at when evaluating an assessment tool.  In order for an assessment to be 

cost effective, reliability, validity and educational impact need to be taken into account as 

well as monetary cost (99).  As mentioned previously, these have been more thoroughly 

demonstrated for FLS and the video trainer than for the LapVR.  In residency training 

programs where funds and resources are limited, video trainers are significantly more 

cost effective than virtual reality simulators.   

 Although not formally assessed, the trainees reported the video trainer much more 

acceptable to use than the virtual reality simulator.  Many of the trainees found the virtual 

simulator tasks extremely unrealistic.  For example, in the knot tying task the string floats 

through the air as if suspended in space and does not behave in a realistic manner.  This is 

consistent with other formal (30) and informal (98) trainee perspectives in the literature.  

In order to improve the LapVR, the haptic feedback would need to be adjusted.  With this 
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in mind, the video trainer appears substantially more feasible than the virtual reality 

simulator.  

 

vi. Timeliness 

  

 Both FLS and the virtual simulator assessments need to be performed as the tasks 

are being done.  The virtual simulator automatically generates computer evaluations, 

although depending on the type of machine; only some of these parameters have been 

validated.  An evaluator must go through the evaluation and extract the validated 

parameters.  As they are stored on the computer hardware, it is possible to do this at a 

later time.  For the FLS tasks, an evaluator is required to be present either in person or 

remotely (100) during the assessment.  This presents the opportunity for immediate 

feedback to the trainee on their performance.  The LapVR virtual reality simulator may 

offer more flexibility with the timing of the evaluation, as the evaluator does not have to 

be present during the assessment.  However, extracting the validated parameters for the 

LapVR was much more labour intensive than assessing the FLS tasks.  This could 

potentially delay feedback to the trainee if it were not done immediately following the 

assessment.  Feedback to learners is more effective the closer in time it occurs to the 

interaction as it results in less performance recall degradation and assessment subjectivity 

(52, 53, 63).  Therefore the delay in data extraction with the LapVR could be detrimental 

to the educational process.  Software developers must improve the process of data 

extraction if the LapVR is to be an effective and timely instrument in surgical education.   
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vii. Accountability 

 

 The FLS scoring metrics meet the criteria for, and are currently used for high 

stakes examination.  As of 2010, the American Board of Surgery requires its candidates 

to be FLS certified (34, 44).  This assessment technique is defensible and accountable to 

all parties involved including the program and institution, students, educators, licensing 

authority and the community (8, 15, 16, 34-43).  Our study supports this, as both 

construct and predictive validity were demonstrated for the FLS tasks on the video trainer.  

Currently there is not enough evidence for virtual reality to say that it is defensible and 

accountable to the above-mentioned stakeholders. 

 

viii. Relevance 

 

 Both FLS and the LapVR offer the potential for either negative or positive 

assessments.  For FLS if a trainee achieves a positive assessment result and demonstrates 

laparoscopic competency, they should be allowed to move onto performing laparoscopic 

procedures in the operating room.  If the trainee achieves a negative result then a plan for 

remediation should be set in place before they move into the operating room.  This could 

include a certain number of repetitions of the FLS tasks per day until a positive 

evaluation was obtained.  This remediation plan could also be implemented for a resident 

who was performing poorly in the operating room.  They could be sent back to the 

laboratory for simulator training until they were able to obtain an assessment 

demonstrating their laparoscopic competency.  As validity and reliability have not 
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consistently been demonstrated for the LapVR it should not currently be used as an 

assessment tool to advance or remediate trainees.  If successful completion of these 

evaluations were mandatory prior to a trainee performing laparoscopic procedures in the 

operating room, the assessments would be viewed as an important part of the training 

process and would thus be a more effective assessment tool (53, 63).  Additionally, in 

order for an assessment to be effective as an educational tool, the evaluation metrics need 

to provide meaningful feedback to the trainee.  For FLS, it is possible for the evaluator to 

give feedback such as the trainee is too rough with the materials, cuts inaccurately or is 

too slow.  The LapVR scoring metrics are not as uniformly educationally relevant.  Some 

of the metrics provide meaningful feedback, for example overall time.  Others such as 

non-dominant path length or non-dominant time are not as useful to the trainee.  Re-

examining these outcome metrics and coming up with more educationally meaningful 

ones would help improve the LapVR. 

 

B. Why is the assessment being performed?  What should be assessed? 

 

 The primary purpose of assessment with the video trainer and the virtual reality 

simulator is evaluation of skills objectives involving the psychomotor and technical skills 

that are required to competently perform laparoscopic surgery.  Laparoscopic surgery 

provides a unique skill set that is particularly challenging for surgical trainees.  In 

combination with reduced resident work hours and concern regarding the ethics of 

learning on patients, a method to assess a trainee’s readiness to perform laparoscopic 

skills outside of the operating room is essential.  Assessments provide feedback to the 
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learner on their strengths and weaknesses, identifying areas requiring remediation or 

advancement potential.  FLS manual skills performed on the video trainer meet the 

objectives deemed essential for competent laparoscopic skill (8, 15, 16, 34-43).  

Performance on these tasks can identify residents that are ready to progress in the 

operating room, as well as areas that may require further training and practice before 

being allowed to perform laparoscopic procedures on patients.  The face and content 

validity of the LapVR manual skills have not been demonstrated or comprehensively 

assessed.  The tasks are similar to the FLS tasks, however there were significant concerns 

regarding the realism of many of them.  In order to determine if the LapVR is adequately 

assessing the psychomotor and technical skills required to competently perform 

laparoscopic surgery, a group of expert laparoscopists needs to evaluate the tasks for face 

and content validity.  The LapVR does not currently meet the requirements of a valid and 

reliable assessment tool. It therefore does not meet the objectives essential for 

laparoscopic skill, and it cannot be recommended for assessment purposes at this time.  

 

C. How will the assessment be categorized and judged?  

  

 The evaluation of the FLS tasks performed on the video trainer is categorized as a 

summative assessment.  The performance on the tasks are used to decide whether or not 

the resident possess the necessary laparoscopic competence to advance to performing 

laparoscopic surgery in the operating room.  The assessment is judged as criterion-

referenced testing as the concern is that the trainee attains a minimal level of competence, 

not on their ranking within their peer group.  FLS could also be used as a formative 
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assessment to provide feedback to trainees in a less formal manner.  Strengths and 

weaknesses could be identified, allowing the trainee to practice skills that were not as 

strong.  The findings of our study support the use of FLS for both formative and 

summative assessments.  Potentially the FLS skills could be used in a normative fashion 

to evaluate candidates applying for advanced laparoscopic fellowships.  This would have 

to be interpreted cautiously since although it could demonstrate a candidates current 

laparoscopic technical ability, it would not be able to predict the candidates ability to 

acquire technical skill in the future, nor would it take into account a candidates overall 

clinical or operative judgment.  At this point in time the LapVR has not demonstrated that 

is can be used for assessment of laparoscopic skills.   

 

 D. Who should perform the assessment?   

 

 Both the FLS tasks on the video trainer and the virtual reality simulator tasks 

could be evaluated by a non-physician who had been instructed in the various tasks and 

how the evaluations worked.  For the video trainer tasks, the evaluator would need to be 

instructed in the various tasks, in how to explain them clearly to the trainees, in how the 

evaluation forms work, and in how to calculate the scoring metrics.  This is currently 

what the formal FLS program does.  For the LapVR virtual reality simulator, the 

computer automatically generates evaluations based on a number of parameters.  The 

individual evaluating would need instructions regarding which validated parameters to 

extract and record.  Alternatively this could be written into the software code.  Once the 

evaluations were compiled, an attending surgeon could review them before deciding if a 
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resident was ready for the operating room.  An advantage to non-physicians performing 

these evaluations includes more flexibility as to when the assessments can occur.  

Physicians are extremely busy, and finding time to schedule these assessments is a major 

limiting factor.  The ability to review the evaluations once they are compiled would 

expedite these assessments and help remove attending physician time as a major limiting 

factor.  The potential also exists for residents to use these assessments for self-evaluation 

purposes.  Once they have been correctly instructed in the use of the assessment tool, 

they would be able to perform self-evaluations.  This would help trainees recognize 

strengths and weaknesses with their laparoscopic skills, and identify areas that needed 

work prior to entering the operating room.  As this study only showed validity for the 

video trainer and FLS tasks, only the video trainer can be recommended for assessment 

purposes at this time. 

 

E. When should the assessment occur? 

 

 Assessment of operative skills should occur continuously throughout a resident’s 

training program, as it is a measure of skill development and evolvement.  Trainees 

should be progressing and advancing their operative skills throughout their training 

program.  It is important to continuously assess these skills to ensure trainees are 

progressing appropriately, and to identify and remediate appropriately individuals who 

are not.  Assessment of laparoscopic skill should be performed prior to the resident 

performing laparoscopic surgery in the operating room.  There is a unique skill set 

associated with laparoscopy, and it is important to ensure residents have mastered some 
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of the basic laparoscopic skills before they participate in laparoscopic surgery in the 

operating room.  This reduces risk to patients, ensures operating room efficiency, and 

decreases stress to the operating room team.  The FLS manual skills performed on the 

video trainer meet the objectives deemed essential for competent laparoscopic skill and 

could be used to perform these assessments (8, 15, 16, 34-43).  The findings of our study 

support this. 

 

F. Project Significance 

  

 The reduction of residency duty hours and the increased cost of operating room 

time have greatly reduced the resources available to train residents to the same 

educational result as previously.  This combined with the unique skill set afforded to 

laparoscopic surgery, increased public awareness and the ethics of teaching trainees basic 

skills on patients, has necessitated the development of cost-effective alternative methods 

of teaching and assessing residents laparoscopic skills outside of the operating theatre. 

 By demonstrating both strong construct and predictive validity for FLS, this study 

has contributed to the body of research validating FLS and the video trainer for 

assessment of laparoscopic skills.  It has also shown that both the construct and predictive 

validity of the LapVR have been only partially demonstrated, and that more research and 

refinement would be required before implementing the LapVR as an assessment tool.  

With this evidence, and the fact that the FLS tasks and the video trainer are significantly 

less costly than the high cost LapVR, we can currently recommend FLS and the video 

trainer for assessment of surgical trainees laparoscopic skills over the LapVR virtual 
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reality simulator.  In order for the substantially higher cost LapVR to be recommended 

for surgical education purposes it would have to demonstrate that it provided a superior 

assessment of laparoscopic skill compared to FLS and the video trainer. 

 

G. Project Limitations and Solutions 

 

 The present study has some limitations.  First, the results are drawn from a single 

institution with 26 participants.  Although this number is consistent with related 

educational literature and recommended guidelines, a multi-center study with a larger 

sample size would help strengthen the results.  Second, there is no overall comprehensive 

LapVR score as in FLS.  Therefore individual LapVR tasks must be compared to overall 

FLS score.  The development of an overall LapVR score would allow a more direct 

comparison between the two forms of simulation.  The company CAE Healthcare that 

developed the LapVR is currently investigating this.  Third, there was some variability in 

the time between laparoscopic cholecystectomy and simulator tasks.  Given the 

complicated nature of surgical residents schedules, opportunity sampling was used.  Thus, 

setting up a specific time frame between the activities was not possible.  There was a 

longer time interval for the junior than the senior residents, however many of the junior 

residents were rotating on non surgical off-service rotations, and it was felt that a longer 

interval between activities for the juniors would not be as detrimental as a significant 

period of time between tasks for the seniors.  Additionally, the number of interim 

laparoscopic procedures was relatively low for both the senior and junior resident groups.  

Therefore, this should have had an insignificant impact on the results of this project. 
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H. Recommendations and Further Investigation 

 

 FLS is a well-validated and cost-effective method of assessing surgical trainees 

laparoscopic skills.  It meets the criteria for an effective assessment tool, and offers 

flexibility in terms of when the assessment can occur and who can perform it.  With the 

steep learning curves associated with learning to perform laparoscopic surgery, and the 

potential for devastating patient complications, surgical training programs should 

consider implementing the use of FLS manual skills for assessment prior to trainees 

performing laparoscopic procedures on humans.  Development of an overall 

comprehensive score for the LapVR may help establish validity and reliability, and it 

would allow for a more direct comparison with overall FLS score.  A significantly larger 

number of participants would be required for this, and a multi-center study may need to 

be considered. 
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Chapter 10 Conclusion 

 

 Construct validity was demonstrated for GOALS, OSATS, and overall FLS score 

on the video trainer.  For the LapVR, it was a mixed picture.  Construct validity for the 

LapVR was completely demonstrated for one of the five tasks, partially demonstrated for 

three of the five, and not demonstrated for one of the five.  Compared to FLS, construct 

validity was much weaker and less thoroughly demonstrated for the LapVR. 

 Strong predictive validity was demonstrated for FLS and both GOALS, and 

OSATS scores.  This is in contrast to the LapVR where predictive validity was difficult 

to determine.  Strong predictive validity was only demonstrated for two of the five tasks 

and GOALS scores, and three of the five tasks and OSATS scores. 

 From this study, both construct and predictive validity were more thoroughly 

demonstrated for FLS and the video trainer than the LapVR virtual reality simulator.  

Overall FLS score explains more of the variation in operative score than the LapVR tasks, 

and it is currently validated for high stakes examination.  There is currently not enough 

evidence to recommend utilizing the LapVR virtual reality simulator for assessment of 

laparoscopic skills.  This would require further research and validation. 

 In residency training programs where funds and resources are often quite limited, 

the higher cost LapVR remains experimental in surgical education.  Efforts instead 

should be focused on utilizing the well-validated, lower cost FLS and video trainer for 

assessment of laparoscopic skills. 
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Appendix 1.  Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills (OSATS)   
             Assessment Form for Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy 
 
 
Date:        Operator:     
Attending:       Level of Training:    
 

Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills (OSATS) 
 
Performance 
characteristic 

  Rating    

Respect for 
tissue 

1 
Frequently used 

unnecessary force on 
tissue or caused 

damage 

2 3 
Careful handling of 

tissue but 
occasionally caused 
inadvertent damage 

4 5 
Consistently handled 
tissues appropriately 
with minimal damage 

NA 

Time and 
motion 

1 
Many unnecessary 

moves 

2 3 
Efficient time/motion 

but some 
unnecessary moves 

 

4 5 
Clear economy of 

motion and maximum 
efficacy 

NA 

Instrument 
handling 

1 
Repeatedly makes 

tentative awkward or 
inappropriate moves 

with instruments 

2 3 
Competent use of 
instruments but 

occasionally stiff or 
awkward 

4 5 
Fluid moves with 

instruments and no 
awkwardness 

NA 

Plane of 
dissection 

1 
Frequently entered or 

followed incorrect 
dissection plan 

2 3 
Correct plane of 

dissection most of the 
time but occasionally 

went off plane 

4 5 
Entered and followed 
correct tissue plane 

NA 

Knowledge of 
instruments 

1 
Frequently asked for 
wrong instrument or 
used inappropriate 

instrument 

2 3 
Knew names of most 
instruments and used 

appropriate tool for 
task 

4 5 
Obviously familiar 

with the instruments 
and their names 

NA 

Flow of 
procedure 
 

1 
Frequently stopped 

procedure and 
seemed unsure of 

next move 

2 3 
Demonstrated some 
forward planning with 

reasonable 
progression of 

procedure 

4 5 
Planned course of 

procedure effortless 
from one move to the 

next 

NA 

Use of 
assistants 

1 
Failed to use 

assistants 

2 3 
Appropriate use of 

assistants most of the 
time 

4 5 
Strategically used 

assistants to the best 
advantage at all 

times 

NA 

Knowledge of 
procedure 

1 
Required specific 
instruction at most 

steps 

2 3 
Knew all important 

steps of the 
procedure 

4 5 
Familiar with all 
aspects of the 

procedure 
 

NA 

Overall 
performance 

1 
Unable to perform 

procedure 
independently 

2 3 
Competent, could 
perform procedure 

with minimal teaching 
assistance 

4 5 
Clearly superior, able 
to perform procedure 
independently with 

confidence 

NA 

Overall: 
Pass / Fail 

Fail    Pass  

Total  Score      /45 

*Modified from Reznick R, Regehr G, Macrae H, et al. Testing technical skill via an innovative bench station examination. Am J 
Surg 1996; 173:226-230. 1=worst possible score, 5=best possible score 
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Appendix 2.  Global Operative Assessment of Laparoscopic Skills (GOALS) Assessment 

           Form for Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy 
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Appendix 3.  Form Used to Obtain Informed Consent 

 RESEARCH PARTICIPANT INFORMATION AND CONSENT FORM 

 

Title of Study: Do Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) and LapSim evaluation 

metrics predict intra-operative performance? 

 

Principle Investigator 

Dr. Ashley Vergis, St. Boniface General Hospital Z3039-409 Tache Avenue Winnipeg 

Manitoba R2H2A6 237-2568 

 

Co-Investigator 

Dr. Jason Park, St. Boniface General Hospital Z3031-409 Tache Avenue Winnipeg 

Manitoba R2H2A6 235-3255 

 

You are being asked to participate in a research study.  Please take your time to review 

this consent form and discuss any questions you may have with the study staff. You may 

take your time to make your decision about participating in this study and you may 

discuss it with your friends, family or (if applicable) your doctor before you make your 

decision. This consent form may contain words that you do not understand. Please ask the 

study staff to explain any words or information that you do not clearly understand. 

 

Purpose of Study 

This research is being conducted to study if Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery 

(FLS) and LapSim ability correlate with resident intra-operative performance using a live 

cholecystectomy model.  A total of 30 participants will participate in this study. 

 

Study Procedures 

All Post Graduate Year (PGY) 1 General surgery and Urology residents at the University 

of Manitoba currently complete a 2-day basic laparoscopic skills course as part of their 

core curriculum. The session includes exposure to a limited number of box trainers and 

performance of a laparoscopic cholecystectomy using a live porcine model.  The course 

will be expanded to 3 days and short instructional videos demonstrating correct task 

performance will be shown to familiarize residents with the procedures and equipment at 

the beginning of each session. Residents will be assigned a study number and recorded 

each performing: the 5 FLS tasks (peg transfer, pattern cutting, ligating loop, 

intracorporeal and extracorporeal suturing) on day 1, a simulated laparoscopic 

cholecystectomy and basic skills tasks (ranging from camera navigation to laparoscopic 

suturing) on LapSim (day 2), and an in vivo laparoscopic cholecystectomy using a live 

porcine model on day 3.
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FLS task performance will be evaluated using standardized FLS metrics by a research 

assistant. Validated LapSim metrics including time, error score (tissue damage and 

millimeters of tissue damage), and economy of movement parameters (path length and 

angular path) will be measured by the simulator. Finally, two blinded staff evaluators will 

then watch and score each resident porcine video using the previously validated 

Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills (OSATS) ratings scale or Global 

Operative Assessment of Laparoscopic Skills (GOALS) ratings scale. 

 

Participation in this study will be for approximately 3 days. 

 

The researcher may decide to take you off this study if funding is stopped.  If this is the 

case, the regular 2 day course which is part of the core curriculum will continue. 

 

PGY 2 -5 general surgery residents will be evaluated each performing: the 5 FLS tasks 

(peg transfer, pattern cutting, ligating loop, intracorporeal and extracorporeal suturing), a 

simulated laparoscopic cholecystectomy and basic skills tasks (ranging from camera 

navigation to laparoscopic suturing) on LapSim, and an in vivo laparoscopic 

cholecystectomy using a live human model.  All general surgery residents are currently 

evaluated using either the previously validated Objective Structured Assessment of 

Technical Skills (OSATS) ratings scale or Global Operative Assessment of Laparoscopic 

Skills (GOALS) ratings scale when they perform a laparoscopic cholecystectomy on a 

human.  One of these evaluations for each resident will now be included for study 

purposes to measure intraoperative performance.  

 

You can stop participating at any time. However, if you decide to stop participating in the 

study, we encourage you to talk to the study staff first. 

 

Results will be provided to participants after evaluators have completed the scoring 

process.  Results will be mailed to each participant.  It is anticipated that results will be 

available approximately six months after the study is completed.  

 

Risks and Discomforts 

There are no anticipated risks or discomforts associated with this study.  Residents 

complete a 2-day version of this course as part of the PGY1 core curriculum in General 

Surgery and Urology.  They are evaluated as part of the residency program.  This course 

is aimed at helping to better train residents in the fundamentals of laparoscopic surgery, 

an integral part of both the General Surgery and Urology residency training programs. 

There are no anticipated risks or discomforts associated with PGY2-5 general surgery 

residents completing this study.  There are no risks associated with completing the FLS 

or LapSim tasks, and the laparoscopic cholecystectomy data is already collected as part 

of the residency training curricula. 
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Benefits 

There may or may not be a direct benefit to you from participating in this study.  We 

hope the information learned from this study will benefit other people with laparoscopic 

training methods and programs used to teach residents in the future. 

 

Costs 

All the procedures, which will be performed as part of this study, are provided at no cost 

to you. 

 

Payment for participation 

You will receive no payment or reimbursement for any expenses related to taking part in 

this study. 

 

Alternatives 

Not applicable. 

 

Confidentiality 

Information gathered in this research study may be published or presented in public 

forums, however your name and other identifying information will not be used or 

revealed.  All study related documents will bear only your assigned study number. 

Despite efforts to keep your personal information confidential, absolute confidentiality 

cannot be guaranteed. Your personal information may be disclosed if required by law. 

  

Participant videos and all electronic data will be stored on a study computer, which will 

be encrypted and password protected.  Only the researchers involved with the study will 

have access to this information.  Participant videos and data will be kept for seven years.  

The computer will be kept in a locked and secure office.  

 

The University of Manitoba Health Research Ethics Board may review records related to 

the study for quality assurance purposes.   

  

All records will be kept in a locked secure area and only those persons identified will 

have access to these records.  If any of your research records need to be copied to any of 

the above, your name and all identifying information will be removed.  No information 

revealing any personal information such as your name, address or telephone number will 

leave the researcher’s office at the St. Boniface General Hospital. 

 

Voluntary Participation/Withdrawal from the Study 

Your decision to take part in this study is voluntary.  If the study staff feel that it is in 

your best interest to withdraw you from the study, they will remove you without your 

consent.  Your performance evaluation will not be affected by your decision to participate.  

If you decide not to participate in the study, you will complete the course as per the core 

curriculum for PGY1 residents in General Surgery and Urology, however you will not be 

video taped and evaluated for research/study purposes.  None of your data will be saved 

and used in the study.  There will be no penalty for residents who do not wish to 
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participate in this study.  

 

We will tell you about any new information that may affect your health, welfare, or 

willingness to stay in this study. 

 

Medical Care for Injury Related to the Study 

There are no anticipated risks of injury or illness related to this study. 

 

Questions  

You are free to ask any questions that you may have about your treatment and your rights 

as a research participant. If any questions come up during or after the study or if you have 

a research-related injury, contact the study doctor and the study staff:  Dr. Sarah 

Steigerwald 936-0944 (pager)  

  

For questions about your rights as a research participant, you may contact The University 

of Manitoba, Bannatyne Campus Research Ethics Board Office at (204) 789-3389  

  

Do not sign this consent form unless you have had a chance to ask questions and have 

received satisfactory answers to all of your questions. 

 

Statement of Consent 

I have read this consent form. I have had the opportunity to discuss this research study 

with Dr. Ashley Vergis and or his/her study staff. I have had my questions answered by 

them in language I understand. The risks and benefits have been explained to me. I 

believe that I have not been unduly influenced by any study team member to participate 

in the research study by any statements or implied statements. Any relationship (such as 

employer, supervisor or family member) I may have with the study team has not affected 

my decision to participate. I understand that I will be given a copy of this consent form 

after signing it. I understand that my participation in this study is voluntary and that I 

may choose to withdraw at any time. I freely agree to participate in this research study.   

   

I understand that information regarding my personal identity will be kept confidential, 

but that confidentiality is not guaranteed. I authorize the inspection of any of my records 

that relate to this study by The University of Manitoba Research Ethics Board, for quality 

assurance purposes. 

  

By signing this consent form, I have not waived any of the legal rights that I have as a 

participant in a research study. 

 

I agree to be contacted for future follow-up in relation to this study,  

 Yes _   No _ 

  

Participant signature_________________________ Date___________ (day/month/year)  

Participant printed name: ____________________________ 
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Appendix 4.  Questionnaire Given to Study Participants 

 

Participant Questionnaire 
 
 
Identification number:  _______________________________________________ 
Date:      

 
1. Residency year (1 – 5)      _____ 
 
2. Age         _____ 
 
3. Gender        F / M 
 
4. Dominant hand       L / R 
 
5. How much experience do you have with laparoscopic procedures? 

 
Number of laparoscopic procedures observed  _____ 

 
Number of procedures acting as camera-person  _____ 

 
I have performed operative procedures Y / N 

 
  If yes, please describe number and nature of performance. 
 
 
 
6. How much laparoscopic experience have you had since you performed the 

first part of this study (either the FLS/LapVR or the laparoscopic 
cholecystectomy)? 

 
 
7. Have you performed any parts of the Fundamental of Laparoscopic 

Surgery (FLS) program before?  Y / N 
 
  If yes, please describe nature of performance. 
 

 
 

8. How much experience since you performed the first part of this study (either 
 the FLS/LapVR or the laparoscopic cholecystectomy)? 
 
 
9. Have you practiced on any other laparoscopic box trainers or computer-
 based  simulators before?       Y / N 
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If yes, please describe nature of performance. 
  

 
 

10. How much experience since you performed the first part of this study (either 
 the FLS/LapVR or the laparoscopic cholecystectomy)? 

 
 


